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Z E R O W A T E R L O S S

What has happened so far: The forces of evil are attacking the Blue Planet with water shortages and C19. WATERKNIGHT VONROLL HYDRO 
supports the forces of good with the generation project ZEROWATERLOSS. There is resistance. The WATERKNIGHT decide to hold a coun-
cil of their masters. WATERKNIGHT Giulio arrives on his space wasp from the Italica landscape. The following report reaches us from him:

„Out of nostalgia I like to travel through beautiful Helvetia! Old Vespasianus, a distant relative on his mother‘s side, spent part of his youth 
here in Aventicum. From 69-79 (European period) he was even Roman emperor and one of the few who died naturally. Vespasian would 
have enjoyed the development of the small mountain region and especially the fact that his method of restoring public finances is still being 
used: In Turicum‘s locomotive changing station (the town has become a really beautiful town and is now called Zurich!) I actually feel an 
increasingly annoying pressure on my bladder... there are 2 letters in the mobility temples of Helvetia for relief: WC ... but only if you have 
100 Helvetian centimes at hand! Otherwise the water must be illegally drained, which has always been considered unseemly because of 
the noise and odours associated with emptying. We tell each other in the family that Titus was really embarrassed when his father forbade 
wild pissing in Rome and demanded money for the now obligatory visit to the public toilets. The emperor is said to have held a sesterze, 
the imperial centime, under his nose and replied: ‚non olet‘ - money doesn‘t stink. I don‘t want to bore you with family stories, but I will tell 
you that the Helvetians emptied themselves for a fabulous 100 centimes, for valuable strategic water, i.e. drinking water from the tap, but 
only paid around 0.2 centimes per litre (ZERO!) and with this strategic water they washed their mobility vehicles, watered their gardens and 
flushed their toilets... 

Greetings Giulio“

    


